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Tunneling ionization of deep centers in high-frequency electric fields
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A theoretical and experimental study of the tunneling ionization of deep impurities in semiconductors has
been carried out for high-frequency alternating electric fields. It is shown that tunneling ionization occurs by
phonon-assisted tunneling which proceeds at high electric field strengths into direct tunneling without involv-
ing phonons. In the quasistatic regime of low frequencies the tunneling probability is independent of frequency.
Raising the frequency leads to an enhancement of the tunneling ionization. The transition from the quasistatic
limit to frequency-dependent tunneling is determined by the tunneling time which, in the case of impurities
interacting with thermal phonons, is controlled by the temperature. In both the quasistatic and high-frequency
limits, the application of an external magnetic field perpendicular to the electric field reduces the ionization
probability when the cyclotron frequency becomes larger than the reciprocal tunneling time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main manifestations of quantum mechanic
tunneling. Tunneling in alternating potentials is important
a variety of physical phenomena like field emission, int
band breakdown, charge exchange between deep-lying im
rity centers in semiconductors, tunneling chemical reactio
Josephson junctions, resonance tunneling, Coulomb bl
ade, the destruction of adiabatic invariants, and others.

Recently an enhancement of the tunneling probability
the high-frequency electric field of lasers compared to
tunneling in static fields has been observed.1 The transition
between the quasistatic regime, where tunneling does
depend on the oscillation frequency of the applied radiat
electric field, and the high-frequency regime, where the
hancement of tunneling occurs, is determined by the tun
ing time. Experimentally deep impurities in semiconducto
have been ionized by contactless application of alterna
electric fields of a strong far-infrared molecular lasers. T
photon energies of the laser fields were much smaller t
the impurity binding energies, thus avoiding one-photon io
ization. In contrast to the tunneling ionization of atom
where only electron tunneling takes place, the tunneling i
ization of impurities in solids is accomplished by two simu
taneous tunneling processes: electron tunneling and the
distribution of the vibrational system by defect tunneling.2 At
not too low temperatures and not too high electric fie
strengths such phonon-assisted tunneling is the domi
ionization mechanism whereas at low temperatures or v
high fields direct carrier tunneling from the ground state in
the continuum controls the ionization process without p
ticipation of phonons.3

In the case of deep impurities the tunneling time, wh
determines the transition from the quasistatic to the hi
frequency regime, is the time of the redistribution of t
defect vibrational system upon ionization by tunneling.4 As
long as phonons are involved in the ionization process,
time depends strongly on the temperature as well as on
details of the impurity potential structure. Measurements
the ionization rate as a function of the electric field stren
0163-1829/2002/65~8!/085203~9!/$20.00 65 0852
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allow one to determine tunneling times which are intensiv
discussed in the literature.5,6

Here we present a detailed experimental and theore
study of the frequency dependence of the tunneling ion
tion of deep impurities in semiconductors. It is demonstra
that the tunneling probability may be increased by many
ders of magnitude if the radiation frequency gets much lar
than the inverse tunneling time. This is shown to be due
the absorption of radiation energy by the tunneling carr
under the potential barrier formed by the attractive poten
well of the impurity and the external electric field of th
radiation. Therefore the carrier leaves the barrier at hig
energy, yielding an effectively narrower barrier.

II. THEORY

A. Tunneling ionization

The tunneling ionization of deep impurities will be treate
in a semiclassical approximation and in the adiabatic lim
for the phonon system. For the sake of simplicity and to
specific we will discuss electrons only though the expe
mental investigations involve either electrons or holes. D
to electron-phonon interaction, the system, consisting of
cal impurity vibrations and an electron, is characterized
two adiabatic potentialsU1(x) andU2(x) as a function of a
configuration coordinatex. These adiabatic potentials corre
spond to the electron bound to the impurity and the elect
detached from the impurity with zero kinetic energ
respectively.7,8 Two main possible configuration-coordina
diagrams will be considered:~a! for strong electron-phonon
coupling where self-trapping occurs as, for example, in
case of DX and EL2 centers in III-V semiconductors and~b!
for the case of weak electron-phonon interaction which
realized with substitutional impurities.

In the case when a free electron has kinetic energy«, the
adiabatic potential isU2«(x)5U2(x)1«. In the presence of
an electric field an electron can be emitted at a nega
kinetic energy«,0 due to tunneling through the triangula
barrier formed with the binding electron potential well by th
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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electric field @see Fig. 1~b!#. In this case the electric-field
stimulated thermal emission of carriers can be described
three-step process.

~i! Thermal excitation drives the vibrational system to
energy levelE in the bound-state potentialU1(x) @see Fig.
1~a!#. The probability of this process isPT(E)
}exp(2E/kT).

~ii ! A tunneling reconstruction of the vibrational syste
occurs corresponding to a tunneling at energyE from the
bound potentialU1(x) to the ionized potentialU2«(x) with
the probabilityPd(«,E) @see Fig. 1~a!#. This process will be
called defect tunneling in contrast to electron tunneling.

~iii ! Simultaneously the electron leaves the impurity
tunneling in the electric field at energy«,0 with the prob-
ability Pe(«) @see Fig. 1~b!#. The electric field acts on elec
tron tunneling only and the stimulation of thermal tunneli
ionization of impurities is caused by the lowering of th
ionized adiabatic potential fromU2(x) to U2«(x) with «
,0 @Fig. 1~a!#.

The ionization probability of the total processP(«,E) is
determined by

P~«,E!5PT~E!Pd~«,E!Pe~«!. ~1!

The probabilityPd(«,E) of the tunneling reconstruction o
the vibrational system in semiclassical approximation is
termined applying the Landau technique of complex se
classical trajectories.7,9 The tunneling trajectories and pote
tial barriers for weak and strong electron-phonon interact
are shown in Fig. 2.

After Landau the trajectories are split into two parts bo
under barriers formed by the potentialsU1(x) and U2«(x)
wherex5xc« is the intersection of the potentials. The syste
tunnels at energy levelE from the turning pointa1 to xc«

FIG. 1. Illustration of the tunneling ionization of deep centers
a static electric field:~a! thermal excitation and defect tunneling an
~b! electron tunneling with probabilitiesPT , Pd , andPe , respec-
tively.

FIG. 2. Blown-up representations of the tunneling trajector
for ~a! strong electron-phonon coupling~autolocalization! and ~b!
weak electron-phonon coupling. The dashed curves show the po
tial U2«(x) of the system: an ionized impurity and an electron w
negative kinetic energy« obtained by electron tunneling in an ele
tric field.
08520
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under the potentialU1(x) and fromxc« to the turning point
a2« underU2«(x). The tunneling probability depends expo
nentially on the imaginary part of the principal functio
evaluated along the trajectory linking the turning pointsa1
anda2« . Then the probability of defect tunneling is given b

Pd~«,E!}exp@22~S2«2S1«!#, ~2!

where

S1«5
A2M

\ E
a1

xc«AU1~x!2~E2«T!dx ~3!

and

S2«5
A2M

\ E
a2«

xc«AU2«~x!2~E2«T!dx. ~4!

HereM is the effective mass of the impurity complex dete
mined by the vibrational mode, and«T is the the thermal
ionization energy of the electron determined as a differe
between minima of the parabola corresponding to elect
detached and electron bound to the impurity, respectiv
We use the one-mode approximation for local vibratio
This approximation is justified because the main modulat
of electron binding energy is due to the breathing mode
the impurity complex.

The probability of electron tunneling in the alternatin
electric field Pe(«) is calculated semiclassically using th
short-radius potential model for impurities after Refs. 10 a
11. The electron wave function in an arbitrary pointr and for
the timet is C(r ,t)}e( i /\)S̃(r ,t) whereS̃(r ,t) is the electron
principal function~action!. In order to determineS̃(r ,t) as a
function of the electron coordinatesr and the timet one
should find the general integral12 of the Hamilton-Jacobi
equations

]S̃

]t
52H~p,r ,t !, ¹S̃5p, ~5!

which depends on an arbitrary function. HereH and p are
the Hamiltonian and the electron momentum, respectiv
The resulting principal functionS̃(r ,t) can be written in the
form

S̃5S̃02«t0 , S̃05E
t0

t

L~r 8, ṙ 8̇,t8!dt8, ~6!

whereL is the Lagrange function. The position vectorr 8(t8)
as a function oft8 can be found by solving the classic
equation of motion with boundary conditions:

r 8~ t8!u t85t0
50, r 8~ t8!u t85t5r . ~7!

The principal function is obtained in the form of Eq.~6! by
taking into account that att5t0 , r 50 @Eq. ~7!#, and that the
electron wave functionC(r ,t) is equal to the unperturbe
wave functionC0(r ,t), which is in a short-range potential a
r 50 ~at the defect! given by C0(r ,t)}exp(2i«t/\) with

s

n-
3-2
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TUNNELING IONIZATION OF DEEP CENTERS IN. . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 085203
«,0. In Eqs.~6! and ~7!, t0 is a function ofr and t which
should be found from the equation

S ]S̃

]t0
D

r ,t

50. ~8!

We want to emphasize thatr and t are real whiler 8, t8, and
t0 can be complex.

The electron tunneling probabilityPe(«), being deter-
mined by the current density flowing from the center, is p
portional to uCu2. To find Pe(«) it is sufficient to calculate
ImS̃ in the vicinity of its maximum, i.e., at values ofr , where

Im¹S̃5Im~pu t85t!50. ~9!

For this region of space it follows that after the left-hand s
of Eqs.~5!,

]~ Im S̃!

]t
50. ~10!

Thus, the probability of electron tunnelingPe(«) can be
written as

Pe~«!5exp@22Se~«!# ~11!

where

Se~«!5
Im S̃

\
. ~12!

Here S̃ is determined by Eqs.~6!, ~8!, and ~9!. Note that in
calculatingSe(«) one can arbitrarily take a value of the tim
t according to Eq.~10!; we will assumet50.

As a result the probability of ionizatione(E) as a function
of the electric fieldE is obtained by integrating Eq.~1! over
E and«:

e~E!5E E Pe~«!Pd~E!exp~2E/kBT!d«dE. ~13!

Calculating this integral by the saddle point method sho
that there is a vibrational energyE5Em and an electron en
ergy «5«m where the ionization probability has a sha
maximum. Thus, defect and electron tunneling take pl
mostly at these energy levels and the ionization probab
can be written in the following approximate form:

e~E!}Pe~«m!Pd~Em!exp~2Em /kBT!. ~14!

The defect and electron tunneling at the energy levelsEm and
«m can be characterized by a defect tunneling timet and an
electron tunneling timete(«), respectively. The saddle poin
method applied to Eq.~13! yields that the defect tunnelin
time is determined by the temperature:4

t5t2«~Em ,«m!2t1«~Em ,«m!5
\

2kBT
, ~15!

wheretn« are tunneling times under the barriersUn« of the
vibrational system with
08520
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tn«~E,«!52\
]Sn«

]E , n51,2. ~16!

The electron tunneling timete(«) is determined as

te~«!52\
]Se

]«
. ~17!

As an important result obtained by the saddle point meth
to solve the integral Eq.~13! is that the electron tunneling
time te(«m) is equal to the defect tunneling timet2«(Em ,«m)
under the potentialU2« of the ionized configuration:

te~«m!5t2«~Em ,«m!. ~18!

The solution of Eqs.~15! and~18! allows one to findEm and
«m . Using Eqs.~6! and ~12! we obtain

te~«!52Im
]S̃

]«
52ImS 2t01

]S̃

]t0

]t0

]«
D . ~19!

According to Eq.~8! we finally get

te~«!5Im t0 . ~20!

B. Phonon-assisted tunneling

The tunneling ionization probability in the limit of not to
high electric fields and not too low temperatures is dom
nated by phonon-assisted tunneling. The electric field
temperature limits will be defined more precisely below. T
theory is developed for neutral impurities, which means t
the Coulomb force between the carrier and center is igno
when the carrier is detached from the impurity center. T
tunneling ionization of charged impurities in a static field
considered in Ref. 13, showing that at low electric fiel
ionization is caused by the Poole-Frenkel effect wherea
high fields tunneling ionization enhanced by the Coulom
force dominates the emission process. In the case of pho
assisted tunneling the optimum electron tunneling energy«m
is small in comparison to the optimum defect tunneling e
ergy Em . In this limit the tunneling emission probability
e(E) of carriers can be calculated analytically. The effect
the electric field is a small shift of the ionized potenti
U2(x) to a lower levelU2«(x). The potentialU1(x) is not
affected by the electric field. For small« the quantitiesS1«

andS2« can be taken into account in a linear approximati
as a function of«. Then we obtainS2«2S1«5S22S1
1t2«/\, whereS1 , S2, andt2 are calculated after Eqs.~3!,
~4!, and ~16! for «50 and are independent of the electr
field. Taking into account Eqs.~15!–~17! and ~20! we find
the dependence of the ionization probability on the elec
field in the form

e~E!5e~0!expS 2
2

\
Im S̃0~«m! D , ~21!

wheree(0) is the thermal ionization probability at zero field
and S̃0 follows from Eq.~6! and should be calculated in th
range where Eq.~9! is satisfied at arbitraryt.
3-3
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1. Frequency dependence

Now we consider the frequency dependence of phon
assisted tunneling and determine ImS̃0(«m). If an alternating
electric field E(t) is applied to an electron, the Lagrang
function has the form

L~r 8, ṙ 8,t8!5
mṙ 82

2
1e@r 8•E~ t8!#, ~22!

wheree is electron charge. Integrating Eq.~6! by parts and
taking into account Eqs.~22! and the equation of motion
mr̈ 85eE(t8) with the boundary conditions given by Eqs.~7!
and ~9! we get

Im S̃052ImE
t0

t mṙ 82

2
dt8. ~23!

In the following we consider the general case of elliptica
polarized radiation of frequencyv propagating in thez di-
rection (Ex5E1cosvt,Ey5E2sinvt).

After some calculations we get a relation between
tunneling timete and the electron energy«

2«

m
52S eE1

mv D 2

sinh2@vte~«!#

1S eE2

mv D 2S sinhvte~«!

vte~«!
2coshvte~«! D 2

. ~24!

Then after integration of Eq.~23! we obtain ImS̃0 as

Im S̃05
e2te~«!

4mv2 FE1
2S 12

sinh 2vte~«!

2vte~«! D
1E2

2S 11
sinh 2vte~«!

2vte~«!
22

sinh2vte~«!

@vte~«!#2 D G .

~25!

In the case of phonon-assisted tunneling considered
(u«mu!Em), the electron tunneling timete(«m) is equal to
the defect tunneling timet2. Therefore, the probability o
phonon-assisted tunneling can be obtained by using Eqs.~21!
and~25! substitutingte(«m) by t2. From Eq.~21! we get the
ionization probability as a function of the electric fieldE:

e~E!5e~0!expS E2

Ec
2D . ~26!

It is convenient to writeEc in the form

Ec
25

3m\

e2~t2* !3
, ~27!

introducing an effective timet2* . This time may be obtained
from Eq. ~25!. In the case of linear polarization (E15E,E2
50) the effective time is given by1
08520
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~t2* !35
3t2

2v2 S sinh 2vt2

2vt2
21D , ~28!

and for circular polarization (E15E25E) we have

~t2* !35
3t2

v2 S sinh2vt2

~vt2!2
21D . ~29!

These relations show that for a static electric fieldv
50) the effective timet2* is equal to the defect tunnelin
time t2. Therefore Eqs.~26! and ~27! are in agreement with
previous derivations of the tunneling emission probability
static fields.14

Equations~26!–~29! have been obtained without any a
sumption about the shape of the adiabatic potentialsU1(x)
and U2(x). In fact, the defect tunneling timet5\/2kBT is
independent of the form of the potentials. However, the
rameterst1 and t25t1t1, which are crucial for electric-
field-stimulated tunneling, substantially depend on the c
figuration of the potentials. In the Huang-Rhys model
parabolic potentials the tunneling time under potentialU1(x)
calculated after Eq.~16! for «50 is given by

t15
1

2vv ib
ln

«T

D«
,

whereD«5«opt2«T and «opt is the optical ionization en-
ergy taking into account the Franck-Condon principle a
vv ib is the local vibrational frequency.7 The tunneling time
t1 is negative for autolocalized impurities withD«.«T and
positive for substitutional impurities with weak electro
phonon interaction whereD«,«T . Thus the tunneling time
under the potentialU2(x) is given by4

t25
\

2kT
6ut1u, ~30!

with the plus and minus signs for substitutional and auto
calized impurities, respectively.

The tunneling timet2 controls defect tunneling in stati
fields, being a function of the temperature, and the shap
the adiabatic potentials is independent of the frequencyv.
The effective timet2* which controls tunneling for all fre-
quencies additionally depends onv. The frequency depen
dence oft2* /t2 as function ofvt2 is displayed in Fig. 3 for
linear and circular polarized radiation. As long asvt2<1
the ratiot2* /t2 is equal to 1 and in this quasistatic regime t
ionization probability is independent of the electric field fr
quency and the state of polarization. Forvt2.1 the ratio
increases enhancing drastically the ionization probability.
this high-frequency regime the ionization probability is p
larization dependent, being higher for linear compared to
cular polarized radiation at the same amplitudeE of the elec-
tric field.

2. Magnetic field dependence

An external magnetic fieldB applied perpendicularly to
the electric field which generates the tunneling barrier
3-4
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TUNNELING IONIZATION OF DEEP CENTERS IN. . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 085203
creases the probability of electron tunneling. This effect w
theoretically investigated for tunneling of electrons throu
static potential barriers.11,15The theory has been extended f
phonon-assisted tunneling ionization of deep impurities in
electric fields16 and in high-frequency alternating fields17

showing that also in the case of phonon-assisted tunne
the carrier emission is suppressed by an external magn
field. For the ionization probability we get again an expone
tial dependence on the square of the electric field stren
}exp(E2/Ec

2) where we writeEc
2 in the form of Eq. ~27!

defining by this an effective timet2* which depends now on
the magnetic field strength:

~t2* !35
3vc

2

~v22vc
2!2

3H E
0

t2F S 2coshvt1
vc

v

sinhvt2

sinhvct2
coshvct D 2

dt

1E
0

t2S v

vc
sinhvt2

vc

v

sinhvt2

sinhvct2
sinhvct D 2GdtJ .

~31!

Herevc5eB/m* is the cyclotron frequency. In order to dis
play this effect as a function of radiation frequency,t2* nor-
malized by the frequency-independent tunneling timet2 is
shown in Fig. 4 as a function ofvt2 for different parameters
vct2}B. The suppression of the tunneling probability occu
in both frequency ranges, at low frequencies when tunne
is independent of frequency as well as at high frequen
when the tunneling probability increases drastically with r
ing frequency. The effect of a magnetic field on tunneling
strongest ifB is oriented normal to the tunneling trajecto
and vanishes if theB is parallel to electric field.

FIG. 3. Ratiot2* /t2 as a function ofvt2. The curves show the
dependences calculated according to Eq.~28! for linear polarization
~curve 1! and Eq.~29! for circular polarization~curve 2!. Experi-
mental results obtained with linearly polarized radiation are plot
for all materials, all temperatures, and all radiation frequencies
the present investigation. Inset shows the electron tunneling tra
tory in the quasistatic limit~dashed line! and the high-frequency
regime~solid line!.
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C. Direct tunneling ionization

The phonon-assisted tunneling regime with the charac
istic electric field dependence of ionization probabili
@e(E)}exp(E2/Ec

2)# is limited by the condition that the opti
mal electron tunneling energy is smaller than the optim
defect tunneling energyu«mu,Em . For linear polarization
(E15E and E250!, this inequality can be written in the
form

~eEte!
2

2m
,«T

@vte~«!#2

sinh2@vte~«!#
. ~32!

If this inequality is violated, direct tunneling without involv
ing thermal phonons dominates the ionization process. T
occurs at high electric fields which increasesu«mu. As Eq.
~32! shows, the electric field strength where the transit
from phonon-assisted tunneling to direct tunneling occ
decreases with increasing oft2 by decreasing temperatur
and increasing frequency. At electric field strengthE
.A2m«optv/e from Eq. ~32! follows that vte(«),1. In
this casete(«) does not depend onv. In the regime of direct
tunneling the ionization probability approaches the we
known relation for electron tunneling through a triangu
barrier.10 The effect of thermal phonons can be considered
a small perturbation which decays with rising electric fie
strength. The emission probability is found to be independ
of frequency and can be written as

e~E!5
eE

2A2m«opt

exp~2f!, ~33!

with

f5
4A2m

3\eE
«opt

3/22b
mvv ib«opt

2

\e2E2
coth

\vv ib

2kT
. ~34!

Here b is a constant. In the Huang-Rhys modelb
54D«/«opt whereD«5«opt2«T . The first term in Eq.~34!
is the exponent for electron tunneling through a triangu
barrier @see Fig. 1~b!# while the second term is the temper
ture correction.

d
f
c-

FIG. 4. The ratiot2* /t2 vs vt2 calculated after Eq.~31! for
various values ofvct2.
3-5
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III. EXPERIMENT

The experimental investigations presented here were
ried out on autolocalized centers as well as substitutio
impurities. Measurements on autolocalized impurities w
performed on DX centers in Al0.35Ga0.65As and Al0.5Ga0.5Sb
doped with Te.18 The doping concentration was
31018 cm23. The measurements on substitutional impu
ties were performed onp-type germanium doped with gold
mercury, and copper, having ionization energies of«T
5150 meV, 90 meV, and 44 meV, respectively. The dop
concentrations were between 1014 cm23 and 1015 cm23.

As a source of terahertz electric fields a high-pow
pulsed far-infrared~FIR! molecular laser pumped by
TEA-CO2 laser has been used. Electric field strengths in
semiconductor samples up to about 40 kV/cm correspond
to an intensity of.5 MW/cm2 have been achieved in th
frequency range fromv53 to 25 THz with 40 ns lase
pulses. To cover this wide frequency range NH3, CH3F, and
D2O have been used as FIR laser media, yielding str
single-line linearly polarized emissions at wavelengthsl be-
tween 76 and 560mm corresponding to photon energie
ranging from 16 to 2 meV.1,3

The samples were cooled to temperatures where at t
mal equilibrium practically all carriers are frozen out on t
impurities (T54.2–150 K, depending on the material!. The
ionization of deep impurities has been detected by the
infrared laser radiation photoconductivity measurement18

The ratio of conductivity under illumination,s i , and dark
conductivity,sd , has been determined from peak values
photoconductive signals.1 For laser pulses shorter than th
carrier capture time, as is the case here,s i /sd is equal to
e(E)/e(0), wheree(E) is the emission rate as a function
the electric field strengthE. Note that the FIR response in th
case of DX centers corresponds to the detachment of e
trons from the defect, yielding persistent photoconductiv
~see for details Ref. 4!.

Experimental results will be presented for linearly pola
ized radiation. The photoconductive signal due to impur
ionization rises superlinearly with the intensity of incide
radiation. As has been shown,1–4 the emission of carriers a
photon energies smaller than the binding energy of the
purities is caused by tunneling in the alternating electric fi
of radiation. At not too low temperatures and not too hi
frequencies the tunneling probability exponentially increa
with the square of the electric field strength ase(E)
}exp(E2/Ec*

2) and is independent of frequency. This beha
ior, characteristic for the quasistatic regime investigated
detail in Refs. 2–4 and 13, has been observed at sufficie
high temperatures.19 In this quasistatic regimevt2!1, the
electron tunnels at the momentary magnitude of the elec
field in a time shorter than the period of the oscillation. Th
the electric field acts like a static field and the ionizati
probability does not depend on frequency. The observed
ponential rise of the ionization probability with the square
electric field strength corresponds to the phonon-assisted
neling regime which is described by Eqs.~26! and~27!. The
characteristic fieldEc*

2 , which can be determined exper
mentally, is given byEc*

25(3m* \)/(t2*
3e2) with t2* 5t2
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@see Eq.~27!#. The experimentally determined defect tunne
ing times t2 are in a good agreement with Eq.~30! ~for
details see Ref. 18!.

The frequency-independent tunneling is limited to fr
quenciesv with vt2,1 @see Eq.~28!#. The fact that the
tunneling timet2 depends on temperature@see Eq.~30!# al-
lows one to achieve the high-frequency regimevt2.1 sim-
ply by cooling of samples. That is an important advantage
this case because the other opportunity to reachvt2>1, i.e.,
raising of frequency, is limited by one-photon absorptio
The measurements show that in a finite electric field ra
for the case ofvt2>1 the ionization probability still de-
pends exponentially on the square of the electric fi
strength,e(E)}exp(E2/Ec*

2).1 The essential difference com
pared to thevt2,1 situation is that the characteristic fie
Ec* becomes now frequency dependent. It is found that i
ization is enhanced with rising frequency. This behavior h
been observed for all impurities at not very low temperatu
and not very high electric field strength. At higher fie
strengths the exponential dependence onE2 ceases and the
ionization probability rises more slowly with increasingE.
This high-field case will be discussed below.

The experimentally determined values ofEc* for various
frequencies, temperatures, and materials allow one to ob
t2* /t2.20 Figure 3 shows this ratio as a function ofvt2 in
comparison to calculations after Eq.~28!. The tunneling
times t2 were determined from frequency-independent v
ues of Ec* . The experimental results shown in Fig. 3 a
grouped according to the materials. For each material
variation of the value ofvt2 has been obtained by applyin
different radiation frequencies in the range from 3 THz to
THz and different temperatures between 4.2 K and 150
Good agreement between theory and experiment is obtai
It should be pointed out that the theory does not contain
fitting parameter.

The enhancement of tunneling at frequencies higher t
the inverse tunneling time has been anticipated in a num
of theoretical works,10,21–24 but has been demonstrated e
perimentally only recently.1 In contrast to static electric field
where the electron tunnels at a fixed energy, in alterna
fields the energy of the electron is not conserved during t
neling. In this case the electron can absorb energy from
field ~see inset in Fig. 3! and hence leaves the impurity at a
effectively narrower tunneling barrier. This leads to a sha
increase of the tunneling probability with increasing fr
quency. The observed enhancement of ionization probab
demonstrates that an electron can indeed absorb energ
low a potential barrier if the process of tunneling is induc
by a high-frequency alternating electric field. The absorpt
of energy is controlled by the electron tunneling timete , i.e.,
the Büttiker-Landauer time. In the case of phonon-assis
tunneling the energy of the electron under the barrier,«m ,
follows from the condition that the electron tunneling timete
be equal to the defect tunneling timet2, which is determined
by the tunneling reconstruction of the defect vibration s
tem, Eq.~30!. Thus in the case of phonon-assisted tunneli
the Büttiker-Landauer time of electron tunneling can be va
3-6
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TUNNELING IONIZATION OF DEEP CENTERS IN. . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 085203
ied by the temperature and can be measured by the
dependence of ionization probability.

Further decrease of the temperature increases the tu
ing time and leads to a much stronger frequency depend
of the ionization probability. Figure 5 shows measureme
carried out at 4.2 K on AlGaAs:Te.25 In order to display in
one figure the total set of data covering eight orders of m
nitude in the square of the electric field strength, ln(E2) has
been plotted on the abscissa. To make an easy comparis
the exp(E2/Ec

2) dependence ofs i /sd possible, a log-log pre-
sentation has been used for the ordinate. In the low-fi
range the characteristic}exp(E2/Ec*

2) field dependence o
phonon-assisted tunneling is observed. This is shown in
dition in the inset of Fig. 5 in a log-ln plot. The frequenc
dependence in the field range of phonon assisted tunnelin
so strong that a change of three orders of magnitude ofE2

needs only a sixfold change in frequencyv. Similar results
have been obtained for substitutional impurities having
smaller binding energy and showing larger tunneling tim
t2 ~see Ref. 18!. Figure 6 shows experimental results f
Ge:Cu atT54.2 K in the frequency range between 3.4 a
25 THz. Here the frequency dependence at low fi

FIG. 5. ln(si /sd) for Al0.35Ga0.65As:Te as a function ofE2 for
different frequenciesv at liquid helium temperature. The inse
shows the low-field behavior.

FIG. 6. ln(si /sd) for Ge:Cu as a function ofE2 for dif-
ferent frequenciesv at liquid helium temperature. Lines sho
calculations after Eqs.~26!–~28! for the three lowest frequencie
used in experiment.
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strengths is even stronger. For a given constant signa
change of six orders of magnitude ofE2 requires a factor of
7 change in frequencyv.

At higher field strengths the field dependence of the em
sion probability gets much weaker and the frequency dep
dence practically disappears. The transition to frequen
independent probability at higher field strength occurs
higher fields for DX centers in AlGaAs:Te than for Ge:C
The weak increase of the frequency-independent car
emission at high electric fields cannot be attributed to em
tying of the impurity states. This has been proved by o
photon ionization of Ge:Cu using a CO2 laser radiation of
v5200 THz. The saturation level of photoconductivi
where practically all impurities are ionized lies well abo
the far-infrared data~see Fig. 6!.

This complex dependence of ionization probability
field strength and radiation frequency is a result of the tr
sition from phonon-assisted tunneling at low field streng
to direct tunneling without phonons at high fields~see Sec.
II C!. The emission probability for phonon-assisted tunnel
as a function of the electric field strength given by Eq.~26!
was obtained in the limit that corrections to thermal emiss
resulting from electron tunneling are small; i.e., the energy
electron tunnelingu«mu is much smaller than the defect tun
neling energyEm . In the opposite limitu«mu>Em , direct car-
rier tunneling from the ground state into the continuu
without participation of phonons, becomes dominant.3 Direct
electron tunneling occurs at the crossing of theU2«(x) and
U1(x) potential curves, where an electronic transition is p
sible without any change in the configuration coordina
This effect, leading to a weaker field dependence of the i
ization probability in comparison to that of phonon-assis
tunneling, dominates the ionization process at very h
fields.

Figure 7 shows the result of the calculations using para
eters of DX centers in AlGaAs:Te. The calculations, whi
take into account both phonon-assisted tunneling and di
tunneling processes, are carried out for several field frequ
cies used in the experiments. The calculations are perfor
for the Huang-Rhys adiabatic potential model.7 The prob-

FIG. 7. Logarithm of the normalized ionization probability v
E2 calculated for different frequencies used in experiment. Cal
lations are carried out for 4.2 K using the parameters
Al0.35Ga0.65As:Te taking into account phonon-assisted tunnel
and direct tunneling.
3-7
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ability of tunneling ionization has been calculated by us
Eq. ~14!. For the calculations the defect tunneling times, a
the electron tunneling time, and the values of optimal def
and electron tunneling energies are needed. The defect
neling timest2« andt1« as a function of the defect energyE
and the electron energy« have been calculated after E
~16!. The electron tunneling time as a function of electr
energy«, electric field strengthE, and radiation frequencyv
has been obtained using Eq.~24! for E250 and E15E
which corresponds to linearly polarized radiation. Optim
electron and defect tunneling energies«m and E have been
obtained using Eqs.~15! and ~18!.

The theory qualitatively describes all the features of
tunneling ionization probability as a function of frequen
and electric field strength. The experimentally observ
weaker frequency dependence of the ionization probab
of AlGaAs:Te compared to Ge:Cu is caused by the sma
values oft2 in the first case. The disappearance of the f
quency dependence at very high fields is caused by the
duction of the tunneling timet2« with rising electric field
strength. In Fig. 8 the electric field dependence oft2« is
shown, calculated with the parameters for Ge:Cu for 4.2
and various electric field frequencies. The physical reaso
the drop oft2« is the increase of the electron tunneling e

FIG. 8. The tunneling timet2«(«m ,Em) vs E2 calculated for
different frequencies used in experiment. Calculation are carried
for 4.2 K using the parameters of Ge:Cu taking into acco
phonon-assisted tunneling and direct tunneling but ignoring C
lomb interactions.
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ergy«. Due to this,vt2 becomes smaller than 1 and thus t
frequency dependence vanishes.

The fact that the exponential dependence on the squa
the electric field strength changes to a weaker field dep
dence at higher fields for AlGaAs:Te compared to Ge:Cu
caused by the difference of the binding energies. The tra
tion from phonon-assisted tunneling to direct tunneling d
pends substantially on the value of the binding energy,
~33!. For smaller binding energies it occurs at lower field
yielding weaker field and frequency dependences.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, tunneling ionization of deep impurities
semiconductors has been investigated in theory and exp
ment. In contrast to tunneling ionization of atoms achiev
by applying very short high power pulses of visible lase
tunneling ionization of atomlike centers in solids strong
depends on the electron-phonon interaction with the ther
bath over a wide range of electric field strength. Only at ve
high electric fields does tunneling occur as in the case
atoms directly without involving phonons. Due to the reco
struction of the vibrational system by tunneling detachm
of a carrier, the electron-phonon interaction determines
tunneling time. Hence the tunneling time can easily be var
by changing the temperature.

The observed enhancement of the tunneling probab
by increasing the frequency gives evidence that the tunne
carrier can absorb energy during tunneling under the bar
The enhancement of tunneling occurs when the freque
becomes larger than the inverse tunneling time. This limi
approached in the terahertz regime where high electric fie
can easily be applied in a contactless manner by powe
far-infrared lasers. Applying a magnetic field normal to t
electric field vector, an increase of temperature and/or
increase of electric field leads to a shift of the bounda
between the quasistatic and frequency-dependent regim
higher frequencies.
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